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Digital Resource Semantic Management
of Islamic Buildings Case Study on Isfahan Islamic
Architecture Digital Collection
Tomoaki Okamura, Naoko Fukami, Charles Robert and Frederic Andres

This article describes an innovative way to facilitate
and to provide a collaborative semantic management
of digital resources of Islamic historical buildings. The
approach combines a topic maps-based semantic
support to the 5W1H model (Where, Who, When,
What, Who and How) with objective of enabling
comprehensive semantics of digital contents for
research and education purposes. The topic mapsbased semantic support enables to reduce the
problems of semantic gaps among different
communities (cultural, linguistic ambiguities among
various types of multi-disciplinary experts).
Furthermore, a multi-faceted resource category
management, applied to metadata sets and related
semantic features, allows metadata optimization of the
description of the cultural resources. This innovative
approach has been used to build the Isfahan Islamic
Architecture Database (IIAD) Collection as a case
study. The research demonstrates that a topic mapsbased semantic model applied to collaborative
metadata management paradigms can be easily
exploited as a tool to enhance traditional architectural
and cross-disciplinary studies.
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1. Introduction
Following the evolution of architectural archives accessible over Internet,
new requirements emerged related to semantic understanding of multilingual and multi-disciplinary cultural contents to enhance Islamic
Architecture studies. One key issue for metadata management systems is
the way to manage semantic interoperability (semantic exchange according
to various scope and fields) in architecture field. Various kinds of
vocabularies and terminology have been especially used in the description of
architecture objects for research and education purposes. In the field of
architecture studies, digital resource management system can operate as a
repository of digital resources of buildings identified using different
metadata records. Furthermore, sophisticated digital archives have evolved
to process objects in a dynamic way to extract more semantic (e.g. relation
semantic between objects). Multiple metadata points of view can be added
or combined according to the profile of end-users (e.g. scholar, architect,
historian, students). It is a way to customize the digital resource access using
enriched metadata information.
The key reasons of applying semantic architectural computing is the
requirement to improve the way to understand historical buildings in
relationship with their context, to share the knowledge among communities
as buildings express the past in their own existing space. As it is not
possible to make the historical building at once, it is important for
architectural historians, each building has its own context, its own history, it
is already to know our own and also the related world culture. It includes
various categories of semantics (e.g. visual semantic, textual semantic) as it
has been defined in [37].
In the field of history of Islamic Architecture, a lot of researches
have been focused on area from Spain to China, from 7th century to
now, very wide range of geographical area and time span [2, 5, 13]. At the
same time, Islamic architecture can be defined as objects that Muslim
built and used.
Let us take the example of relationship between religion thoughts
about mosque, especially the case of the Friday Mosque of Isfahan. In the
early Muslim world, the biggest, oldest and most famous mosque in the
city made the Friday’s noon pray to congregate all of the adult male
members of the city and the name of Khalifa (the head of the Muslim
world) was recited. Mosque is an English term coming from Spanish
mesquite. The mosque was called Friday, congregational or biggest mosque
of the city. After few decades, big city had some Friday mosques. In
Persian, Friday translated as Jom’e and congregational is translated as jam’i.
Masjid-e Jom’e is usual a Persian term to define a mosque. But in India
they use also Persian terms however they call mosque jam’i masjid. In
Arabia, Friday is translated as jum’a; to gather is translated as jama’a, and
big means kabir. So in Arabia, mosque is called Masjid kabir. This issue
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points out the important requirement of a multilingual, structured and
controlled vocabulary designed to cover the terminology of the Islamic
historical field in architecture.
It is important to take into account that architectural tradition of preMuslim era based on other religion (Christian, Buddhism,…) and at the
same time there were other religious monument (e.g. church, temple).
Furthermore, Islamic architecture does not include only religious buildings
but it includes also secular buildings as bazaar or houses [9]. Islamic
Architecture will be one illusion, it was made by European scholars of 19th
century to evaluate own culture.
Using architectural computing, especially semantic extraction,
organisation and management, it introduces a newer way to think or
re-think, providing a new point of view about the world architectural
history, especially in our case, Islamic art, from the 21st century’s view.
In the paper, we investigate a new approach to categorize and to
describe digital resources according to multi-facet cultural metadata sets.
The Isfahan Islamic Architecture Database (IIAD) project over Internet
demonstrates that this approach allows metadata optimization of the
description of the cultural digital resources. Multi-faceted resource category
management is integrated into a topic-maps based semantic management
service part of the “myscoper” platform. This cooperative system aims at
providing a web portal service in order to enable international multidisciplinary researchers and fellows to cooperate on research about
historical architectural projects.
In Section 2, we introduce the problem issue and the states of the art in
the field of historical and architectural semantic and metadata models. Then
we present the topic-maps based metadata platform architecture, its
different layers from data collection to semantic management and delivery
in Section 3. Section 4 describes formally the multi-faceted resource
category management. Then Section 5 overviews the case study related to
Islamic Buildings of the city of Isfahan. Finally, Section 6 concludes and gives
the direction of the future work.

2. Issues related to historical and architectural
metadata models
2.1. Multi-faceted resource categorization
Information systems, like the brain, need also order so the users can
understand their contents. A classification of cultural contents corresponds
to a hierarchy of terms or controlled vocabularies. They are used for
effective classification and searching for digital resources in bibliographical,
digital databases and visual archives. Categories help the users to navigate
inside the digital data collections [1]. By grouping the data by
comprehensible categories, the users can quickly eliminate what is not
358
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relevant or not interesting, and just look at the subject related to their
interest. So, a multi-faceted categorization [4, 6, 14] is typically end-user
oriented as it enables a digital resource to be identified with more than one
manner by different categories of classification.
Let us take AAT [39] as example along this article, a thesaurus of terms
employed for the inventories and the indexes in the fields of art,
architecture, artifacts and archives.
Figure 1 is an example of multi-faceted classification of the Friday
Mosque of Isfahan. It shows two viewpoints of classification, Facet 1 and
Facet 2 classify the resource as a digital image and as a mosque respectively.
Four-iwan mosque [17] was developed from the Seljuqid Iran from the early
of the 12th century and was spread from Egypt to India. Iwan is an open hall
with large arched opening, originated in Iran since pre Islam era. Four-iwan
means four open halls are constructed on the cross axis of the courtyard.
Friday Mosque of Isfahan is a typical example of this predefined type as it is
shown in [10]. This mosque has a complicated history. It was built in the 9th
century as hypostyle mosque. When the Isfahan became a capital of Seljuqid
in the 11th century, Seljuqid Sultans added 2 domed halls, and renovated
arcades to four iwan halls on the cross axis of the courtyard. And in the
15th century under the Timurid, twin minaret was added at the main iwan
on the south west direction. After 250 years in the late Safavid, the surface
wall of courtyard was decorated by tiles with marble dado, and the vault of
iwan was reconstructed with the muqarnas technique as it was studied in
[28]. At the same time, digital images and mosques are global view. If we
consider from the local point of view, components will be part of
classification as iwan, minaret, muqarnas and arcade.

 Figure 1: Digital photo of Friday
Mosque of Isfahan.
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The multi-faceted classification [36] avoids the problem of
traditional monolithic hierarchies considering that digital contents can be
classified according to different dimensions (time, space) or viewpoints
(usage, signification). Plural classifications are identified as categorization
paths for the same resource using topic maps indexes. It is also important
to combine an efficient way metadata and categorization in order to provide
enriched descriptions of resources.

2.2. Metadata and categorization
Metadata standards reflect any information related to the content, the context,
and the structure of resources which supports their effective use, including
information which can facilitate their management, their access and their
analysis. Also those metadata standards have been developed in parallel by
different communities [15, 16, 19]. Also Isfahan Islam Architecture Database
project is typically cross-disciplinary including architecture, history, human
and social sciences. Content metadata of a digital resource about an historical
building relates to what the resource contains or is about, and is intrinsic to
a specific building. This category has been developed from several perspectives, based on the creator or the provider of the related metadata as it is
shown in Figure 2. ECAI,VRA, MPEG-7, and OBJECT ID metadata sets
facilitate the search on bibliographical information related to the resource
(e.g. author, title, creation date, description, resource format etc.) from the
content producer’s perspectives. The ECAI core set includes the fifteen
elements defined by Dublin Core and has been extended by the ECAI
consortium to support time and space metadata. Though the metadata of
ECAI are very generic, the descriptions are refined to be more specific by
other metadata.
In addition, each digital image of historical building includes a lot of
information, if we aim at physical characteristics and historical contents,
5W1H [38] has a key role to play in the contextual semantic part of our
digital database. 5W1H uniformly describes a historical building with
“Who, What, Where, When, How and Why”. 5W1H that is applied to
building-centric context can depict “a certain building user (Who) is”, “in
a certain location (Where)”, “in a certain time (When)”, “paying
attention to a certain component of the building (What)”, “given a
certain physical and architectural view with material (How)”, or “because
of a certain problem or (Why)”. For Islamic architecture experts, it
enables to point out contextual characteristics to identify architectural
objects or components. Furthermore, it also enables to describe the
features of each component. Elements depict architectural building’s
contexts according to its environments. It enables to understand the size
of space, the arrangement of space, used material, patterns, and
geometrical features. Attributes provide the meta-data related to an
element or relationship with other elements.
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 Figure 2: Sample of Mosque Metadata
Description.

“What” is also described as “title” or “name of monument” in some
metadata description, but more varied means are for example usage or
purpose. Public or private, religious or secular, etc.. “Where” is also included
some metadata description as “location” or “address”, again historical name
of the place is effective, further more we add not only the geographical
position but also detailed architectural components from the local view
points. “When” is cited as “date” or “date of compilation”, further the date
of destruction and restoration are important, and the date be able to relate
the periods or styles classified by architectural objects. “Who”, particularly
architect, artisan, patron, owner of building are not described in some
metadata description, only the reference is adopted, but the person who
connected the building tells detailed history. “Why” is very generic view to
connect physical characteristics to historical contents, as the points of view
from politics, economics, religion, nation or structure are needed. “How”
introduces physical and architectural views that include materials,
techniques, styles and patterns.
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The metadata creation process, as a feedback from the IIAD project, has
been split into three steps as following as it is shown in Figure 3:
1. Metadata creation during the Field data Collection (semi-automatic
process)
• Documents
• Visual documents
2. Data analyses (automatic process)
• Visual documents
3. Multidisciplinary survey and comparison (semi-automatic process)
• Visual documents about buildings
• Visual documents about mosques.
The metadata management in the IIAD project relies on five standards:
ECAI,VRA, MPEG-7, OBJECT ID and 5W1H.

2.3. Bridge between metadata sets
Each metadata set reflects some communities or specific fields [22, 24, 25,
26]. Hence, many similarity or differences of metadata description exist
between metadata attributes.The attributes in some metadata sets are
correlative with the attributes sets. Getty Research Institute has elaborated
a horizontal Crosswalk [11] between the descriptors of metadata in the
domains of culture, architecture, heritage and resource on line. This
horizontal correspondence has been a first solution in terms of
interoperability between the descriptors of metadata sets including DC,
VRA, and ObjectID. Even such a kind of bridge [16, 19, 20, 21] between the
metadata sets facilitates the semantic interoperability and systematic
conversion from one metadata set to another, the conversion is sometimes
not sufficient. Relationship of specialization between attributes exists more
than exact relationship.

 Figure 3: Vertical Metadata
Management according to end-users
expertise and profile.
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2.4. Links between multi-faceted categorization
and topic maps-based metadata
Combining multi-faceted categorizations of resources and multiple cultural
metadata sets in the Isfahan Islamic Architecture Database project was
motivated by the recognition that: (1) no mapping has been done between
metadata sets and resource classifications to enrich architectural databases,
(2) there has been little research to provide enriched metadata collaborative
framework based on multiple metadata sets and best practice results [31, 34],
and (1) several metadata standards (e.g. ECAI, VRA, OBJECTID) created in
the past years will make benefit the IIAD project according to end-users’
profiles and expertise, Language-dependent controlled vocabularies and
cultural-depend thesaurus have been introduced to play an interpretive layer
of semantics between the term entered by the user and the underlying
cultural digital resource database. It also enables to preserve the quality of
the user meaning and cultural background. Let us take an object can be
annotated by various metadata sets. Figure 2 is an example annotated by the
ECAI, VRA, ObjectID and 5W1H. Classifications of the same object are
varied as each standard categorizes the object according to their own
classification. Each metadata requires a different expertise as it is shown in
Figure 3. Though there are many cultural metadata sets, no single metadata
model exists for sufficiently managing interdisciplinary and inter-organization
cultural contents. Hence, the multi-faceted resource category management
and the mapping are highly required for the efficient data retrieval.
Providing multi-metadata management and Subject-dependent
Categorization enables an enriched faceted metadata description to each
resource as it is show in Figure 4. The multi-faceted topic maps-based
metadata is realized by mapping the metadata sets into the thesaurus
classification in order to be supported by various communities. The path in
the AAT hierarchy enables to classify the attributes of each metadata set in
the function of applicability.
Attributes of a mosque can be added at the leaf node to enrich each
category by community content classification. There is no ‘Mosque’related-metadata standard but it is one of major subjects in the Islamic
architecture field.
As there is no simple one-to-one mapping corresponding to each other,
the mapping is complex. We propose a new approach which maps multiple
cultural metadata sets to cultural-dependent thesaurus avoiding the
overlapping of attributes of different metadata sets. First, it enables the
interoperability between multiple metadata sets according to one resource
enriched category path. Second, it enables to provide a topic maps-based
metadata management which is both language and cultural-dependent.
The Topic Maps-based metadata classification related to architectural
objects and buildings shown in Figure 5 is based on the classification
approach introduced in [7].
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 Figure 4: Topic Maps-hierarchical
metadata description for the Friday
mosque.

3.Topic maps-based metadata management
architecture
We created a topic maps-based semantic management system in order to
establish a multi-lingual systematic semantic inventory of digital contents for
research and education purposes. It is part of the prototype which intends
to provide a platform available over Internet to researchers, investigators,
and those who are interested in sharing digital resources on Islamic
historical buildings.
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In this project, we gathered so-called historical monuments in Isfahan,
which have been already described [3, 12, 18, 23, 27, 30, 32, 33, 35] or which
have been discovered during the data collection process on that site [8]. We
define monument an architectural building which can be religious, public
building but also secular or private buildings. And from the view point of
Isfahan’s city history, we deal about civil engineering, for example roads,
bridges, squares and gardens.
The topic maps-based semantic structure connects the mapping between
multiple metadata sets and topics. No specific language is used as bridge language as the topic maps is language and culture-independent. The scope feature of
the topic map structure provides the language and the cultural points of view.
In the following section, we will formalize the multi-faceted topic mapsbased metadata model from a multi-layer point of view in order to be able
to avoid overlapping between metadata sets.

3.1. Topic maps for cultural resource
and architectural computing
The first step to support resource algebra is the design of topic maps for
cultural resource and cultural computing.
 Figure 5: Topic Map-based Resource
and Semantic Sharing Platform.
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3.2. The algebra
The Resource algebra uses cultural domain underlying data types. Resource
semantic type and functions in the topic maps are directly represented using
the appropriate data type and functions supported by the resource algebra.
This algebra follows two targets. First, it is the purpose of the semantic
interface between scientists to reduce the semantic gap and to strength the
metadata bridging between them.
Second, this high level semantic algebra facilitates the collaborative
intersection of scientists using topic maps integrating high level semantics.
Let us remind the notion of many sorted algebra [39]. Such algebra
consists of several sets of values and a set of operations (functions)
between these sets. It consists of two sets of symbols called sorts (e.g.
topic, pdf, rtf, lsi_sm) and operators (e.g. tm_transcribe, semantic_ similarity);
the function sections constitute the signature of the algebra. Second Order
Signature [40] is based on two coupled many-sorted signatures where the
top-level signature provides kinds (set of types) as sorts (e.g. DATA,
RESOURCE, SEMANTIC_DATA) and type constructors as operators (e.g. set).
To illustrate the approach, we assume the following simplified many-sorted
algebra, which is part of the TMblog project [29]:
Kinds DATA, RESOURCE, SEMANTIC_DATA,TOPIC_MAPS, SET
Type constructor
-> DATA topic
-> RESOURCE pdf, rdt, htm, xml, cvs, jpeg, tiff // resource document type
-> SEMANTIC_DATA lsi_sm, mpeg7_sm, dc_sm, vra_sm, cdwa_sm,
ecai_sm, objectid_sm
// Semantic and metadata vectors
-> TOPIC_MAPS
tm(topic maps)
TOPIC_MAPS ->SET set
Unary operations
∀ Resource in RESOURCE, resource → sm: SEMANTIC_DATA,
tm tm_transcribe
∀ sm in SEMANTIC_DATA sm → set(tm) semantic_similarity
The notion sm:SEMANTIC_DATA is to be read as “some type sm in
SEMANTIC_DATA,” and means that there is a typing mapping associated
with the tm_transcribe operator. Each operator determines the result type
within the kind of SEMANTIC_DATA, depending on the given operand
resource types.
Binary operations
∀ tm in TOPIC_MAPS, (tm )+ → tm topicmaps_merging
∀ sm in SEMANTIC_DATA, ∀ tm in TOPIC_MAPS,
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sm,tm tm → tm semantic_merging
∀ topic in DATA, ∀tm in TOPIC_MAPS,
set(tm) x (topic → bool) → set(tm ) select
The semantic merging operation takes two or more operands that are
all topic maps values. The select takes an operand type set (tm) and a
predicate of type topic and returns a subset of the operand set fulfilling
the predicate. From the implementation of view, the resource algebra is
an extensible library package providing a collection of resource data
types and operations for domain-oriented resource computation (e.g.
cultural field).
The major research challenge will be the formalization and the
standardization of cultural resource data types and semantic operations
through ISO standardization.

4. Topic-map based multi-faceted metadata support
The Resource Categorisation Path is denoted RCP. Each node of the path
(denoted αi) is associated with a topic name and a list of descriptors
(denoted δ), we defined RCP as
RC P =

(α

,

i

δ i, j

)

(1)

i = 0 ,..,n −1
j =1,.., p

where δi,j represents the jth descriptor of the ith node, n is the number of
nodes and p the number of descriptors in the ith node.
The whole Metadata Path Descriptor for the resource r is defined for
the complete branch of RCP as follows:
Dr

=

(α

i

,

δ i, j

,

σ i, j

)

i = 0 ,..,m−1
j =1,.., p

(2)

where σi,j represents the jth descriptor value of the ith node, m is the length
of the path between the root of the RCP and the leave which references
the resource (so called resource occurence).
We define a metadata set (denote M) as follows:


M i =  γ i , j 

i = 0 ,.. n −1
j =1,.., p

(3)

where γi,j represents the jth attribute of the ith metadata set.
For the kth node of the RCP of the thesaurus λ, the resource r has the
resource descriptor defined as follows:
D( λ) r

=  α( λ)
k


,

δ( λ) k , j

,


σ ( λ) k , j 

j =1,.., p

(4)
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where p represents the number of attributes
Property 1:
For a leave node f, we define
δ( λ) f , j

uur
uur

  γ 0 ,1 , γ 0 ,2 ,... γ1,1 ,... γ n−1,p ; 
=  γ , w i ,l  = 

i ,l

  ω0 ,1 , ω0 ,2 ,...ω1,1 ,...ωn−1,p 

(5)

where ω i, j is the binary variable that indicates whether or not the j th attribute
γj of the ith medatadata set appears in the descriptor δ of the f th node.
Let us use the AAT as our main reference as English Thesaurus. The AAT
is a culture-dependent structured vocabulary that can be used to improve
access to information relating to fine art, architecture, decorative arts,
archival materials, and material culture. It contains more than 133,000 terms,
descriptions, bibliographic citations, and other information about concept.
The AAT Resource Categorization Tree is defined by
RCP(AAT) = (<α(AAT)i>,<δ(AAT)i,j>)

(6)

where δi,j (AAT) represents the attribute of the node, n is the number
of nodes and p is the number of attributes of the ith node.
jth

ith

4.1. Semantic optimization
We developed the topic maps-based metadata management along the
ISO/IEC 13250.
As shown in Figure 6, we introduce an extract of AAT Topic maps
regarding regarding mosque classification.
 Figure 6: Topic Maps classification of
mosque in AAT.
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Furthermore, the complete structure used for metadata management in
the IIAD project is composed by the two main classes; Metadata type class
defining multi-metadata set and metadata class for the AAT thesaurus
hierarchy. The Metadata type class defines hierarchically the attributes of
metadata sets and composed of the sub-classes [Figure 7] according to the
following classification; Administrative, Contents, Descriptive, Physical,
Conservation, Products,Technique and Usage.
We have been using the AAT_thesaurus class for projecting the
description of metadata sets in its sub-classes according to the type of
resource. The projection will be detailed in the following section.
 Figure 7: Metadata Type Schema.

4.2. Usability study and discussions
Working with a real data set has been important to construct a first version
of the multi-faceted metadata classification. The multifaceted metadata has
been created by mapping the attributes in the AAT hierarchy avoiding
overlapping similar attributes. As part of the IIAD collection, we selecting
mosque collection for this study to point out and to address three issues
related to the usage of attributes from multiple metadata sets: (1) Similarity
between attributes, (2) Specialization between attributes, and (3) Attributes
categorization by subject.
Similarity between metadata attributes
As it has been overviewed in Section 2, metadata standards for cultural
resources have been developed in parallel by different communities from
various perspectives.The bridge of Getty as a « Crosswalk » provides
horizontal correspondences between metadata attributes. Controlling the
equivalence between metadata attributes is an important issue as in this
horizontal approach, the similarity mapping is rarely. An attribute can belong
to several metadata sets and has the same significance.
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R1: let us define an attribute a belonging to two metadata descriptions
D1 and D2., its domains of value are equivalent or exactly similar, the rule
of attribute usage is defined as following:
D1.a ≡ D2.a

→ D1.a

Specialization between metadata attributes
• Case of similar attribute’s name
R2: ∀ b an attribute of D1 is a specialization of an attribute b of D2
D1 . b specialises
→ D2 . b
⇒ D2 . D1 . b
specialises
specialises
D1 . c → D2 . c ∧ D2 . c → D3 . c

⇒ D3 . D2 . D1 . c

• Case of a different attribute’s name
R3: ∀ b an attribute of D2 is a specialization of an attribute c of D1
_ a _ specialisation
D2 . b is
→ D1 . c

⇒ D1 . D2 . b

The attribute b will be used in the classification path.
R4: case of an attribute which exists in only one metadata set
D3 . d

⇒ D1 .D2. D3 . d

Where D3 is the metadata set specializing D1 and D2
If we generalize, when Dn.d is the most specialized attribute, we get
the rule:
Dn . d ⇒ D1 . D2 LDn . d

5. Conclusion
This article presented a new way to share resources and related semantics
according to metadata sets. We overviewed the Topic maps-based MultiFaceted Metadata Model. It aims to improve collaborative semantic
management in digital cultural archives. It mainly regarding the way to
manage cultural ontology based metadata as it allows the optimization of
the description of the cultural resources.
We also introduced a categorization of digital resources based on a
topic maps-based metadata hierarchy. The multiple metadata sets are
vertically mapped as topic maps thesaurus (e.g. AAT hierarchies).
The multi-faceted metadata model of resources provides an enriched
multiple metadata set. It takes an advantage to link the metadata sets
between institutes or communities. It is the first approach enabling to
realize a single hierarchical metadata set covering the cultural resource.
We demonstrated an implementation in the case of the cultural
resources involving the metadata sets ECAI,VRA, OBJECT ID and MPEG-7.
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The system is extensible to multi-lingual management, as we have been
developing multi-facet metadata model and a thesauri classification
independently.
The current IIAD includes 900 high resolution (4000 x 4000) building
images with related multi-facet multi-metadata classification.The collection
will be collaboratively extended and adding contextual semantics.
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